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Abstract

Multi-numerology waveform-based 5G new radio (NR) systems offer great flexibility for different requirements of
users and services. However, there is a new type of problem that is defined as inter-numerology interference (INI)
between multiple numerologies. This paper proposes novel scheduling and resource allocation techniques to
enhance the overall reliability and also provide extra protection for ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
(uRLLC) users and cell edge users against INI. Proposed methods are useful for Internet of Things (IoT)
communications, and they do not cause additional spectral usage, computational complexity, and latency. Practical
INI-aware schemes in this paper include fractional numerology domain (FND) scheduling, power difference-based
(PDB) scheduling, and machine learning-based (MLB) scheduling algorithms. INI and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
results for multi-numerology systems are obtained through computer simulations to show trade-offs between
different scenarios and success of the proposed algorithms.

Keywords: 5G, Adaptive scheduling, Machine learning, Multi-numerology, New radio, OFDM, Reliability, Resource
allocation, Waveform

1 Introduction
Reliability is one of the key performance metrics of 5th-
generation (5G) systems to show the success probability of
a transmission. The requirement of 5G reliability is very
high compared to long-term evolution (LTE) systems, e.g.,
ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (uRLLC)
service needs 99.999% (five nines) reliability in 5G [1].
There can be various solutions in different commu-

nications layers to provide the required reliability. It is
also possible to employ different solutions together. Oth-
erwise, it is very difficult to provide the reliability with
five nines. Re-transmission schemes are used undermedia
access control (MAC) layer at the expense of additional
delays. Physical (PHY) layer solutions like windowing are
applied for interference management, but they generally
come with an amount of spectral efficiency decrement.
Increasing computational complexity, latency, and energy
consumption are not preferred for Internet of Things
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(IoT) communications. In this paper, it is aimed to pro-
vide reliability without causing any loss in the other
performance metrics including computational complex-
ity, latency, energy consumption, and spectral efficiency.
Reliability is enhanced by simple resource allocation
and management techniques based on interference-aware
scheduling.
One of the most remarkable characteristics of new radio

(NR) is its flexibility that is needed for application diver-
sity [2, 3]. Requirements of users (also channel-related
issues) and different application groups that include
uRLLC, enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and mas-
sive machine-type communications (mMTC) can only be
met with a flexible wireless system [4]. The importance
of service multiplexing is increased with the flexibility
perpective of multi-numerology-based NR [5, 6]. To sup-
port this flexibility, different structures are defined with
5G, and one of them is the multi-numerology waveform
design that provides suitable waveform parameters for dif-
ferent types of services at a time. A disadvantage of the
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multi-numerology systems is the inter-numerology inter-
ference (INI) that is a leakage between different numerolo-
gies, causing many challenges and presents new research
opportunities [7]. Therefore, the importance of adaptive
interference management grows. For example, INI is more
effective at the edge subcarriers of different numerolo-
gies, and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of the edge
subcarriers is low as a result [7, 8]. It causes unfair-
ness for the edge subcarriers of multiple numerologies,
and reliability for the edge subcarriers decreases tremen-
dously. In this paper, INI-aware resource allocation-based
scheduling techniques are applied against the multiple
numerology-based interference to enhance reliability.
Classical physical resource block (PRB) scheduling algo-

rithms for the resource allocation of single-numerology
LTE systems (without INI) are reviewed exhaustively
in [9]. Fairness- and reliability-based user equipment
(UE) scheduling concept has been extensively studied
for single-numerology systems in the literature [10–12].
For example, proportional fair (PF) is one of the most
used methods for a fair scheduling [12]. PF scheduling
aims to provide fairness while exploiting good channel
conditions and dynamically allocating resources to UEs.
There are also INI-based reliability enhancement tech-
niques rather than scheduling-based methods in the liter-
ature [8, 13]. Most of these techniques (e.g., guard usage,
windowing, filtering) do not maintain spectral efficiency
and use more spectrum to decrease or eliminate INI
effects. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
INI-aware resource allocation-based scheduling methods
without losing from the important performance metrics
for reliability enhancement have not been studied inten-
sively under multi-numerology concept. Besides, resource
allocation-based scheduling methods can be employed
together with the another type of reliability enhancement
methods to provide more reliability.
In this paper, fractional numerology domain (FND)

scheduling and power difference-based (PDB) scheduling
concepts are proposed as main contributions. Moreover,
machine learning-based (MLB) scheduling mechanism is
provided as another perspective. INI affects all of the users
negatively and reliability enhancement can be provided
with different solutions to decrease INI effects, but we
focus on three ideas under INI-aware resource allocation-
based scheduling concepts: (1) protecting uRLLC users
from INI more than the other users, (2) protecting cell
edge users from INI more than the other users because
cell edge users are already subject to interference from the
other cells due to their location like in LTE, (3) increasing
fairness for the edge subcarriers of multiple numerologies
because INI is more effective at the edge subcarriers. The
proposed practical solutions aim to enhance the reliabil-
ity, QoS, and fairness for 5G and beyond communications
systems with minimal loss from scheduling flexibility

and without bringing additional latency and computa-
tional complexity, causing extra energy consumption, and
decreasing spectral efficiency. Algorithm designs in this
paper can be used also with other reliability enhance-
ment techniques. All of the proposed algorithms are eas-
ily implementable with the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) standard thanks to the flexible structure of
5G NR.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2.1

presents some assumptions on multi-numerology systems
in line with the 3GPP standard. FND scheduling concept is
introduced in Section 2.2. PDB scheduling algorithms and
their backgrounds are described in Section 2.3. An exam-
ple of MLB scheduling structure is given in Section 2.4. In
Section 3, analysis and simulation results for the proposed
algorithms are explained. Finally, concluding remarks are
provided in Section 4.

2 Methods
2.1 Assumptions and systemmodel
Table 1 shows the 5G numerology parameters including
the subcarrier spacing (�f ), CP duration (TCP), and slot
duration for data channels in NR according to 3GPP stan-
dard documents [7] and [14]. These numerology struc-
tures are employed with orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), and it is assumed that UEs are syn-
chronous to each other. It is also assumed that the subcar-
riers (SC) of UEs are non-overlapping to each other and
each numerology block that consists of multiple carriers
is shared by multiple UEs. We allocate UEs or bandwidth
parts (BWP) with the same numerologies contiguously in
the frequency domain like in [1, 7, 15].
Algorithms in this paper assume that user-numerology

association procedures have been completed in the pre-
vious stages of scheduling [2]. For example, base station
(BS) assigns NUM-1 to UE-1, 7, 9, 4, and 5 and NUM-2
to UE-6, 8, 3, 10, and 2 in Fig. 1. The proposed INI-
aware algorithms may be employed as a feedback of user-
numerology association methods, but this paper focuses
on the resource allocation of each UEs under the prede-
termined numerologies.
In [8], a theoretical model for INI is provided for CP-

OFDM waveform systems as a special case of windowed
OFDM (W-OFDM). INI analysis for a subblock of the
numerology with a smaller subcarrier spacing (NUM-1)

Table 1 Numerology structures for data channels in NR

�f (kHz) TCP (μs) Slot duration (ms) Number of symbols in one slot

15 4.76 1 14

30 2.38 0.5 14

60 1.19 | 4.17 0.25 12 | 14
120 0.60 0.125 14
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Fig. 1 An example resource allocation in frequency spectrum for the multiple numerologies (NUM) with different user PLs

gives Eq. (1). The result of this equation is the amount of
INI that is caused by the other subblock of the numerol-
ogy with a larger subcarrier spacing (NUM-2). Beside, INI
analysis for the subblock of NUM-2 caused by the sub-
block of NUM-1 gives Eq. (2). These models are taken as
a reference in our paper. The detailed derivations of Eqs. 1
and 2 can be found in [8].
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Here, Pu(i)(k) is the INI power on the kth subcar-
rier of NUM-i that is caused by the uth subcarrier of
the other subblock. ρ(i) is the power adjusting factor for

the subblock with NUM-i. H(i)(u) is the channel fre-
quency response on the uth subcarrier of the subblock
with NUM-i. N (i) is the discrete fourier transform (DFT)
length, and NT (i) is the symbol duration (regarding the
number of samples) for OFDM symbols. �k(i) is the spec-
tral distance between the subcarrier k of the subblock
with NUM-i and the interfering subcarrier of the other
subblock. α is the number of rectangular overlapping
windows.
Increasing spectral distance between subcarriers with

different numerologies decreases INI effects. Then, using
a guard band between different numerologies is one way
to decrease INI in return to spectral efficiency. The 3GPP
standards make guard band choices flexible with high
granularity [7]. Various amounts of guard bands are used
while comparing the results in the next sections. More-
over, it is assumed that each UE has different power levels
(PLs) as shown in Fig. 1, and this variation is exploited in
the proposed PDB scheduling algorithms.
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FND is a novel resource allocation structure. In the pro-
posed structure, there are inner and outer users for each
subblocks with different numerologies as shown in Fig. 2.
All of the outer users are also candidate edge users. Addi-
tionally, outer users are divided into non-edge outer users
and edge users. INI effects decrease from edge users to
inner users. Fractional regions of each subblocks are used
while applying scheduling algorithms. These regions are
not fixed parts of the numerology subblocks.
It is assumed that UEs have independent and identi-

cally distributed multipath Rayleigh fading channels, and
perfect channel state information (CSI) is obtained at the
receiver sides. Additionally, re-use factor is one in all cells
like in LTE systems. Hence, inter-cell interference is more
effective in the cell edges.

2.2 Fractional numerology domain scheduling
Users can be scheduled using the FND concept to pro-
tect some of the users from INI effects more. Inner parts
of the numerology subblocks are not affected by INI in
comparison with outer parts of the subblocks. Therefore,
extra protection against the INI effects can be provided by
locating some of the users who need more reliability into
the inner parts of the numerology subblocks. In the next
sections, two ideas are presented to ensure that uRLLC
users and cell edge users are protected from INI effects
more as also shown in Fig. 3.
INI analysis results regarding Eqs. 1 and 2 for multi-

ple numerologies with different subcarrier spacings and
guard bands are presented in Fig. 4. Guard band (GB)
usage increases spectral distance between the numerolo-
gies, and it decreases INI. However, the amount of INI is
calculated more at the numerology edges in all scenarios.
Total INI and INI variation between inner and outer users
decrease with the usage of GB in return to corresponding
spectral efficiency. Additionally, if subcarrier spacing

difference between the numerologies increase, it affects
INI negatively.
Equation 3 is derived to calculate the total regional INI

effects on different subcarriers of a subblock. It is obtained
for the total amount of regional INI caused by the other
subblock with a different numerology. Here, a and b define
a region in one subblock. This region can be only one
subcarrier or whole subblock. P(i)(a, b) gives the total
interference power at the target region of a subblock with
NUM-i. Z(j) presents the number of contiguous subcarri-
ers in the other subblock with NUM-j, and it is assumed
that 0 ≤ a ≤ b < Z(j).

P(i)(a, b) =
b∑

k=a

Z(j)−1∑
u=0

Pu(i)(k) (3)

Inner users are affected less than edge users for one
numerology. Table 2 provides total regional INI powers
regarding Eq. (3) for different users while GB is varying.
As it can be seen from Table 2, GB usage has more effects
at the edges compared to the inner parts of numerolo-
gies. Reliability of numerology edges always less than the
other parts of numerologies in frequency domain. For
the five nines reliability, numerology edges are not safe
enough even there is a a reasonable GB between multiple
numerologies.

2.2.1 Reliability enhancement for uRLLC users
uRLLC users can be assigned to subblocks with differ-
ent numerologies. There is not a specific 5G numerol-
ogy that fits best with uRLLC service. Some of the 5G
numerologies include large �f that is better to strug-
gle with inter-carrier interference (ICI) problems and
also better regarding low-latency requirements. However,
TCP changes directly proportional with symbol duration
(1/�f ) in 5G. It may cause inter-symbol interference (ISI)

Fig. 2 Fractional numerology domain (FND) structure
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Fig. 3 Protection for uRLLC users and region of cell edge users. It is assumed that there are inter-cell interference in the region of cell edges. Inner
regions of the subblocks are safer than the outer regions

problems because large �f (short symbol duration and
short TCP) is not suitable for long delay spread cases. ISI
problems decrease reliability.
We are proposing that uRLLC data should be scheduled

at more reliable regions of multiple numerologies consid-
ering its importance. We need to protect uRLLC users
more compared to the other users. Hence, uRLLC users
can be assigned as inner users of suitable numerologies.
If all users are associated with uRLLC service exception-
ally (e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle communications in highways),
all subcarriers (inner and outer) of a subblock can be
employed for uRLLC service.

2.2.2 Reliability enhancement for cell edge users
Re-use is taken as one in LTE and beyond systems. There-
fore, all of the channels can be employed in all cells. It
causes an extra interference on the cell edge users. If there
is a fractional cell with two clusters as a region of cell edge
and region of cell center like in Fig. 3, users in the region
of cell edge are exposed to inter-cell interference more
compared to users in the region of cell center. Reliability
is provided better in the region of cell center inherently
thanks to path loss effects of the wireless channel.
In the proposed idea, we do not want to schedule the

same user at the cell edges and the numerology edges.
Two disadvantages together are too much unfairness for
a user. Cell edge users at least need to be protected from
INI effects more. Hence, cell edge users are scheduled as
inner users of the subblocks with suitable numerologies.

2.2.3 User priorities for INI protection
It is also possible to enhance the reliability for uRLLC
users and cell edge users together. For this purpose,
uRLLC users and cell edge users can be scheduled
to the inner parts of the subblocks as far as possible.
Three types of special users are listed as (1) association
with the uRLLC service, (2) being at the cell edge, and (3)
being at the numerology edge. If two of them are valid for
one user, it is a bad luck. Moreover, if all of these situa-
tions are valid for one user, it is the worst case scenario.
We cannot control the first two cases, but being at the
numerology edge can be controlled by the scheduler. At
that point, the inner users of the subblocks can be decided
by starting with the worst case scenario. Some priorities
are defined for our algorithms as shown in Fig. 5. They
can be listed as (1) association with the uRLLC service
and being at the cell edge, (2) association with the uRLLC
service and being at the cell center, (3) association with
the non-uRLLC service and being at the cell edge, and
(4) association with the non-uRLLC service and being
at the cell center. After the inner users of subblocks
are decided, scheduling of these users on the frequency
domain is employed flexibly because the proposed
design aims to maintain scheduling flexibility as much
as possible. Scheduling each user on specific subcarriers
decreases
flexibility.
For the non-inner or outer users of subblocks, our

scheduling algorithms are described in the next section.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 4 INI analysis results regarding Eqs. 1 and 2 for multiple numerologies with different subcarrier spacings and guard bands. a NUM-1 has narrow
SCs with 15 kHz, and NUM- 2 has wide SCs with 30 kHz. There is not any GBs between the numerologies. b NUM-1 has narrow SCs with 15 kHz, and
NUM-2 has wide SCs with 30 kHz. There are four SCs as GBs between the numerologies. c NUM-1 has narrow SCs with 15 kHz, and NUM- 2 has wide
SCs with 60 kHz. There is not any GBs between the numerologies d NUM-1 has narrow SCs with 15 kHz, and NUM-2 has wide SCs with 60 kHz. There
are four SCs as GBs between the numerologies

2.3 Power difference-based scheduling
Outer users (candidate edge users) are investigated to find
the best suitable edge users of subblocks in this section.
Power level (PL) and bandwidth (BW) of a UE are con-
sidered as the two main inputs for the proposed PDB
scheduling methods. Fairness of UEs at the numerology

edges is increased by minimizing the INI effects while
maintaining spectral efficiency with fixed guard bands.
The overall reliability is also enhanced by our novel
scheduling methods. We focus only on candidate edge
UEs in the proposed algorithms. After the decision of edge
users, the other outer UEs can be scheduled flexibly in the
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Table 2 Total INI powers on each user or subblock regarding Eq. (3) for different guard bands between two numerologies

NUM-1 NUM-2

Inner part Outer part Outer part Inner part

UE-1 UE-2 UE-3 UE-4 UE-5 UE-6 UE-7 UE-8 UE-9 UE-10

INI power (GB: 0 SCs) 0.0139 0.0193 0.0301 0.0544 0.6205 0.3816 0.0233 0.0107 0.0062 0.0041

INI power (GB: 6 SCs) 0.0122 0.0161 0.0239 0.0390 0.0937 0.0725 0.0185 0.0092 0.056 0.0038

INI power (GB: 12 SCs) 0.0108 0.0139 0.0193 0.0301 0.0544 0.0438 0.0150 0.0080 0.0050 0.0035

INI power (GB: 24 SCs) 0.0084 0.0108 0.0139 0.0193 0.0301 0.0233 0.0107 0.0062 0.0041 0.0028

INI power (GB: 36 SCs) 0.0069 0.0084 0.0108 0.0139 0.0193 0.0150 0.0080 0.0050 0.0035 0.0025

NUM-1 has narrow SCs with 15 kHz, and NUM-2 has wide SCs with 30 kHz. UE-5 and UE-6 are located at numerology edges in frequency domain. UEs have equal number of SCs

frequency domain. Hence, scheduling flexibility does not
lose.
In the next sections, power difference problem for the

edge users of numerologies is analyzed. Then, novel algo-
rithms are proposed to increase fairness and reliability by
scheduling users at the edges of multiple numerologies
more carefully.

2.3.1 Power difference for the edge users of different
numerologies

INI is generally concentrated at the edge SCs of subblocks
because of the large side lobes and non-orthogonality of
multiple numerologies [7, 16]. In addition to the INI prob-
lem for the UEs on numerology edges, power difference

is another issue for multi-numerology systems [17]. SIR
degradation occurs especially at the edge UEs in different
numerologies. Power offset (PO) affects SIR negatively.
Combined effects of INI and power difference on SIR are
given by Eq. (4). In these equation, SIRu

(i)(k) is SIR on the
kth subcarrier of NUM-i that is caused by the uth subcar-
rier of the other subblock. PL(i)(k) is power level on the
kth subcarrier of NUM-i and PL(i)(u) is the power level on
the uth subcarrier of NUM-i. If i is 1, j is taken as 2, and if
i is 2, j is taken as 1.

SIRu
(i)(k) =

[
PL(i)(k)

]2
[
PL(j)(u)

]2 Pu(i)(k)
(4)

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Flowcharts of the proposed main algorithms for a FND scheduling and b PDB scheduling
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Power difference between UEs of different numerolo-
gies increases the effects on SIR. Hence, fairness and
reliability for the edge UEs of numerologies need to be
provided under different PLs while maintaining the other
performance criteria. PO for the edge UEs can be min-
imized to increase the fairness for the edge UEs. Also,
minimizing a variance between SIR values for different
cases aims the same motivation. SIR values of one UE
should not change noticeably with time. Weak UEs are
affected easily by high POs like in the near-far problem for
a cell. It causes higher SIR variances and low reliability for
these UEs. There is a need to balance SIR to preserve the
reliability of UEs and protect weak UEs.
A lower PO can also be useful to minimize guard neces-

sities between different numerologies under desired SIR
[17]. In that case, spectral efficiency can be increased due
to the fewer guards. Authors of [17] aim to minimize
guard necessities with a fixed SIR and fairness in their
scheduling algorithm. However, we increase the fairness
and SIR for the weak UEs to protect them under fixed
guards and spectral efficiency. Reliability requirement has
a higher priority in our scenario.
In this paper, it is assumed that there are multiple users

with different PLs in the same numerology. However, all
users have different numerology parameters in [17]. They
put each user in a specific place regarding their PLs.
It causes a low scheduling flexibility. We propose PDB
scheduling algorithms that focus only edge users of the
subblocks to maximize fairness and reliability for UEs of
contiguous multiple numerologies.
There are two goal functions. The first of them is about

the interaction between edge UEs of the numerologies,
and it is more important because most of the INI is con-
centrated on the numerology edges.We need to maximize
SIR at the edge users. The second goal function is focused
on the interaction between one edge UE of one numerol-
ogy and the inner UEs of the other numerology. In this
case, we can also enhance SIR on the inner UEs.
The proposed fairness-aware scheduling algorithms are

presented in Fig. 6. The first part shows a random schedul-
ing case, and the other parts show the proposed schedul-
ing mechanisms. Algorithm 1 maximizes the fairness and
reliability of edge UEs. Algorithm 2 checks the non-edge
outer UEs in addition to edge UEs if the narrow BW
UEs are scheduled at the numerology edges as a decision
of algorithm 1. There are small trade-offs between the
proposed algorithms as shown in Table 3.

2.3.2 Algorithm 1: Scheduling based on edge user reliability
This method schedules UEs as a function of POs between
the UEs for different numerologies. In Fig. 6b, the fre-
quency positions of UE-6 and UE-7 are replaced with each
other in the same numerology. UE-4 and UE-5 are also
switched at the NUM-1 side. Hence, the PO between edge

UEs (UE-4 and UE-7) is minimized to ensure that SIR is
maximized at the subblock edges. Equation 4 shows that
PO directly effects SIR values with the INI problem. Addi-
tionally, Eqs. 1 and 2 prove that spectral distance between
the subcarriers of different numerologies is very impor-
tant in INI analysis and numerology edges are the closest
regions to each other. Hence, most of the INI are exposed
by numerology edges.
There can be more than two numerologies at a time,

but our algorithm works based on numerology pairs like
in Fig. 6. The algorithm needs to be employed for each
of the contiguous two numerologies. For this reason, it is
assumed that there are two numerologies in the remaining
parts of the paper.
There are E non-URLLC users (u1,1, u1,2, ... ,u1,E) for

NUM-1, and F non-URLLC users (u2,1, u2,2, ... ,u2,F ) for
NUM-2. PLs of these users are

(
PL1(1), PL2(1), ..., PLE(1))

and
(
PL1(2), PL2(2), ..., PLF (2)), respectively. Then, there

are totally E × F possibilities for the PO values between
UE pairs with different numerologies. The smallest
power difference selection is made using Eqs. 5 and 6.
Then, the resulting UE pair, (s, t)∗, can be located
at the edges of numerologies to increase reliability
for edge UEs.

PO(s, t) = |PLs(1) − PLt(2)| (5)

(s, t)∗ = argmin
(s,t)

PO(s, t) (6)

where s and t are UEs for NUM-1 and NUM-2, respec-
tively. PO(s, t) is the related power offset value.

2.3.3 Algorithm 2: Scheduling based on edge user reliability
with considering the BWs of UEs

If the edge UEs are scheduled without considering the
BWs of UEs, narrow BW users can be located at the
edges of numerologies. In this case, important parts of
one numerology’s INI effects can continue through more
UEs after the narrow BW edge UE. It causes to focus
on more than one UE at the side of narrow BW edge
UE. For example, frequency positions of UE-6 and UE-
10 are replaced with each other after applying algorithm
1 as shown in Fig. 6c. Hence, the POs between UE-4
and UE-10 are minimized to ensure that SIR is maxi-
mized through UE-10 that is located next to the narrow
BW edge UE.
Algorithm 2 can be applied after algorithm 1 if there

is a narrow BW edge UE. The decision to employ algo-
rithm 2 is given by checking SIR at the outermost sub-
carrier of a UE next to the edge UE. Total SIR value at
a specific subcarrier, a, can be calculated using Eq. (7).
Here, Z(j) presents the number of contiguous subcarriers
in the other subblock with NUM-j, and it is assumed that
0 ≤ u < Z(j).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 6 Representation of proposed PDB scheduling algorithms to decide on edge users for multi-numerology systems. There is a fixed guard band
between two different numerologies. It is assumed that PO between UE-4 and UE-7 is less than the PO between UE-4 and UE-10. Moreover, PO
between UE-4 and UE-10 is less than the PO between UE-3 and UE-6. a) Random Scheduling. b) Scheduling Algorithm-1. c) Scheduling Algorithm-2

SIR(i)(a) =
[
PL(i)(a)

]2
∑Z(j)−1

u=0
[
PL(j)(u)

]2 Pu(i)(a)
(7)

Equation 7 gives total SIR at a subcarrier by all other
subcarriers while Eq. (4) is calculating SIR at a subcarrier

by only one other subcarrier. THSIR is a threshold value
for desired total SIR at one subcarrier and if SIR(i)(a) <

THSIR at the subcarrier of a, it means algorithm 2 needs
to be employed after algorithm 1 to find the most suit-
able UE, r∗, that can be located next to the edge UE.

Table 3 Basic comparison of the algorithms

Advantages Disadvantages

Random scheduling The best scheduling flexibility Cannot provide fairness especially for edge
UEs

Algorithm 1 Maximizes SIR at the edge UEs; good scheduling
flexibility.

No enhancement for non-edge outer users’
SIR

Algorithm 2 Maximizes SIR at the edge UEs; additionally protects
non-edge outer users more than algorithm 1;
increases overall SIR

A small loss in scheduling flexibility

Proportional fair Increases SIR at the edge UEs compared to random
scheduling

Cannot provide the best SIR for edge UEs
while balancing fairness between all UEs
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Equation 8 is used to find r∗ by comparing the power
differences between edge UE of the other subblock and
all UEs except edge UE in the current subblock. In other
words, algorithm 1 is repeated to find a single user rather
than a user pair. If r∗ is searched for NUM-1, there are
F − 1 possibilities for the PO values. Otherwise, the num-
ber of possibilities for the PO values is E − 1. Edge UEs
that are found in algorithm 1 are not candidates for r∗ in
Algorithm 2.

r∗ = argmin
r

A (8)

whereA is PO based on Eq. (5) and can be calculated using
Eq. (9). Here, sedge and tedge are edge UEs that are found
with algorithm 1. The number of r∗ can be 1 or 2. If there
is only one narrow BW edge UE, the number of r∗ is 1. If
there are narrow BW UEs at both numerology edges, the
number of r∗ is 2.

A =
{
PO(r, tedge), if r is using NUM-1
PO(sedge, r), if r is using NUM-2 (9)

Algorithm 2 causes a small decrement in scheduling flex-
ibility, but it protects non-edge outer UEs more than
algorithm 1 and increases overall SIR. If there are large
BW users at the numerology edges, algorithm 1 is enough
and we do not need to employ algorithm 2. Equations 1, 2,
and 4 provide an optimization objective for algorithm 1
while the same equations and Eq. (7) form an optimality
background for algorithm 2. Computational complexity
of the proposed algorithms are low since they are prac-
tical methods. Alternatively, these algorithms can also be
implemented using ML type of decision mechanisms. An
example ML concept is presented in the next section.

2.4 Machine learning-based scheduling
ML is used for different wireless communications prob-
lems in the last years [18–20]. ML-based (MLB) solutions
can provide promising results for different applications
of wireless communications. Figure 7 shows an example-
supervised learning illustration for a MLB scheduling
decision mechanism that can be used instead of the pro-
posed algorithms in this paper.
There is a need for a large dataset to train ML sys-

tems. Otherwise, ML cannot get high performances com-
pared to the non-ML techniques. Large datasets can
be formed as measurement or simulation-based meth-
ods. Measurement-based dataset generation requires too
many different measurements under all scenarios. Hence,
simulation-based dataset generation is more preferable
than the measurement-based methods. For example, class

labels of each input vector for one million random cases
need to be decided in a simulation. Maximization on the
SIR values of UEs can be used as a decision unit while
forming the dataset for each of one million scenarios. The
simulation-based dataset can be formed considering FND
and PDB scheduling objectives together.
After forming the dataset with input vectors and cor-

responding class labels, supervised training process can
be employed for different ML or fuzzy logic methods.
Then, the trained models are used as a solution to provide
reliability enhancement in our resource allocation-based
scheduling problem. At this point, dataset generation and
training ML models with this dataset are left as a future
work.

3 Results and discussion
In the performance analysis simulations, it is assumed that
there are 5 UEs in each numerology like in Fig. 6 for the
sake of clarity. However, there are 42UEs in each numerol-
ogy for simulation results of 3 algorithms. Some other
simulation parameters are provided in Table 4.

�fref kHz and 2k × �fref kHz SC spacings are used for
two numerologies, where 2k is the scaling factor and k is
a positive integer. Nref-point and Nref/(2k)-point inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) blocks are employed by
NUM-1 and NUM-2, respectively. After each IFFT oper-
ation, CP samples are added with a ratio of CPR to every
OFDM symbol in each numerology. It is assumed that UEs
have independent and identically distributed multipath
Rayleigh fading channels, and perfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI) is obtained in the receiver. At the receiver
side,Nref-point andNref/(2k)-point fast Fourier transform
(FFT) blocks are used by NUM-1 and NUM-2, respec-
tively. The same structure is used for the rest of this
section.

3.1 Performance analysis of fractional numerology
domain scheduling for different power levels

Theoretical analysis results in Section 2.2 show that the
inner parts of subblocks with different numerologies are
on the safe side regarding the INI effects. Besides, most
of the INI is gathered in the edge subcarriers and users
of each subblocks. All of the UEs have equal PLs and the
same number of SCs in Section 2.2.
Here, POs of the UEs alternate between 0 and 7 dB.

INI and SIR estimations are done for each of the used
SCs separately. Monte Carlo method is applied to increase
the statistics in the performance results. The number of
independent tests is 1000, and different set of random
data is used in each of these tests. Thereafter, the aver-
age INI and SIR on the SCs are estimated. Estimations
are done with a simulation-based script and analytical
equation-based script separately under the same con-
ditions. Simulation-based SIR results are presented and
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Fig. 7 An example ML block diagram. Distance to BS and service type are inputs for FND scheduling. Subcarrier spacing (SCS), PL, BW, and wireless
channel (H) are used as inputs of PDB scheduling for each UE. Guard band (GB) between two numerologies is used as another input for PDB
scheduling

compared with analytical SIR results in Fig. 8 with the
below inferences:

1 If case 1 and case 3 are compared to each other, it
can be seen that the SIR results at the edge UE of
NUM-1 decrease about 14 dB while SIR values at all
UEs of NUM-2 increase between 9 and 11 dB in case
3. Scheduling edge UEs with different PLs causes this
unfairness. Reliability for edge UE is very low in case
3 because of the PO.

2 If case 3 and case 5 are compared to each other, high
PL UE is shifted from the edge to the inner side in
case 5. Then, there is not any PO between the edge
UEs. There are SIR increments of 6–14 dB at the
edge UE and 1.5–6 dB at the non-edge UEs of
NUM-1. SIR results of all UEs of NUM-2 stay above
14 dB in case 5.

3 If there is a GB of six SCs between the numerologies
(case 2, case 4, and case 6), SIR values for the edge UEs
increase between 1 (non-edge side) and 17 dB (edge
side). GB usage enhances the SIR in exchange for
some spectrum resources, but it does not change the
truth that numerology edges always have more INI.

All of these results and inferences show that the inner
parts of the numerology subblocks are better against

Table 4 Simulation parameters for multiple numerologies

The number of users for NUM #1 E 5 or 42

The number of users for NUM #2 F 5 or 42

Reference value for �f �fref 15 kHz

The scaling factor for �f k 1

Reference size of IFFT/FFT blocks Nref 4096

CP ratio CPR 1/16

INI effects. Then, they also show that FND scheduling
is a meaningful mechanism to provide an extra pro-
tection for some of the users. On the other side, PDB
scheduling algorithms are also useful for different cases.
As an example, the proposed algorithms try to make a
resource allocation-based scheduling similar to case 1
and case 5.

3.2 Simulation results for power difference-based
scheduling

In this section, PL offsets are generated 200 times ran-
domly between 0 and 10 dB. Usable SCs for each UEs
change randomly in each independent test. Proposed
scheduling algorithms are compared with the random
scheduling and PF scheduling cases. GB usage scenarios
are also included with the algorithm results. Themain aim
of our scheduling algorithms is to minimize the variance
between SIR values for different cases. SIR values of one
user should not change noticeably with time to provide
a high reliability. There is too much fluctuation in SIR at
the edge UEs of different numerologies for the random
scheduling scenario. Proposed algorithms balance SIR to
preserve the fairness between users. The amount of INI
is took into account with channel conditions for the PF
scheduling to balance fairness regarding INI. Cumulative
distribution function (CDF) curves are used to show the
statistical results of all methods.
CDF curves for the edge UEs are presented in Fig. 9a,

b for without GB and with GB cases. Here, the num-
ber of usable SCs are taken randomly for all users. CDF
curves show that the variance in SIR for our all algo-
rithms are lower than the random scheduling case for
the edge UEs. Therefore, fairness and reliability of the
edge UEs are enhanced by using fairness- and reliability-
aware scheduling methods. Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2
give better results than the random scheduling and PF
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Fig. 8 Performance analysis results for different cases. NUM-1 has a narrow SCs with 15 kHz �f , and NUM-2 has a wide SCs with 30 kHz �f . If there is
a PO, it is 7 dB. There are five UEs for NUM-1 and five UEs for NUM-2 with equal number of SCs. a Case 1: edge UEs of NUM-1 and NUM-2 have higher
PLs than the other UEs. There is not any POs between the edge UEs. There is not any GB between numerologies. b Case 2: edge UEs of NUM-1 and
NUM-2 have higher PLs than the other UEs. There is not any POs between the edge UEs. There is a GB of six SCs between numerologies. c Case 3:
edge UE of NUM-2 has a higher PL than the other UEs. There is not any GB between numerologies. d Case 4: edge UE of NUM-2 has a higher PL than
the other UEs. There is a GB of six SCs between numerologies. e Case 5: non-edge UE of NUM-2 has a higher PL than the other UEs. There is not any
GB between numerologies. f Case 6: non-edge UE of NUM-2 has a higher PL than the other UEs. There is a GB of six SCs between numerologies
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 9 The proposed fairness-aware scheduling algorithms compared to random scheduling. NUM-1 has a narrow SCs with 15 kHz �f , and NUM-2
has a wide SCs with 30 kHz �f . a CDF curves for the edge UEs without GB. b CDF curves for the edge UEs with GB. c CDF curves for the non-edge
UEs without GB. d CDF curves for the non-edge UEs with GB

scheduling for the edge UEs. PF scheduling is not the
best for the edge UEs as it is expected but it increases
reliability of edge UEs slightly compared to the ran-
dom scheduling. All scheduling methods give similar
results for the non-edge UEs as shown in Fig. 9c, d.
GB usage decreases the variation in the results of different
algorithms. However, the proposed algorithms and GB
usage provide the best reliability together for the
numerology edges.

4 Conclusions
5G systems are designed to achieve better flexibil-
ity in an effort to support diverse services and user
requirements. It is possible to apply our adaptive schedul-
ing algorithms in multi-numerology 5G systems to
enhance the reliability under the flexibility aspects of
5G NR.The proposed algorithms can be combined with

user-numerology association methods and adaptive guard
concepts. Meanwhile, reliability perspectives need to be
handled cautiously. This type of advanced radio resource
management techniques needs to be designed and opti-
mized for multi-numerology-based NR. Implementation-
dependent parts of the 5G standardization offer many
other flexibility aspects that can be exploited as research
opportunities.
As a future work, machine learning and deep

learning techniques can be employed instead of the
heuristic algorithms. Large datasets need to be con-
stituted with practical methods for machine learning
and deep learning techniques. Additionally, the pro-
posed algorithms can be implemented for advanced
waveforms like windowed OFDM and universal
filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) designs as another
future work.
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